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Building connections 

Tuesday 27th June 2017 

Draft Agenda 

09.30 Registration & networking 

10.00 Welcome 

Dr Sharon Varney, Henley Forum 

10.10 Creating human connections in the workplace: (1) Making connections 

Katherine Woods believes that if we start re-humanising the way we meet we can move from 
transactional to transformational ways of working in peoples’ everyday working lives. Katherine 
will be sharing practical exercises and tools throughout the day to help you build your own 
connections at a deeper level. 

Katherine Woods, Meeting Magic 

10.30 Organisational network analysis 

Do you know your node from your edges?  Is “betweenness” that place in the sofa where loose 
change accumulates?  Chris takes us on a practical, illustrated tour of Organisational (or social) 
Network Analysis projects, showing how it can be applied to visualise human connections and 
inform knowledge strategy at a collective and individual level. 

Chris Collison, Knowledgeable Ltd 

11.00 Creating human connections in the workplace: (2) Exploring differences 

Katherine Woods, Meeting Magic 

11.15 Refreshment break 

11.30 Relational leadership 

Tools that increase connection, meaning and quality of relationships are a win/win/win for 
everyone and are critical for improving performance. When uncertainty is high, roles are 
interdependent, and people are continuously making sense of the increasingly complex context 
of their tasks, the quality of relationships and conversations become more important as they 
enable people to use emergent and accurate information to adjust and coordinate their actions 
and behaviours. In this session, Julian and Elinor will share some recent client case studies, their 
latest thinking on relational leadership and take us through some engaging, practical exercises 
that can support and cultivate human connection. 

Julian Burton & Elinor Rebeiro, Delta7 Change  
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12.40 

 

Creating human connections in the workplace: (3) Sharing challenges 

Katherine Woods, Meeting Magic 

13.00 Lunch 

14.00 ‘Building the bridge from both sides’ - Mini simulation 

This session is your opportunity to take part in a short simulation activity that is currently being 
used by Philippa on an initiative with Vodafone called 'building the bridge from both sides'.  

The Programme's objective is to encourage greater collaborative working, mutual professional 
respect and trust between IT teams in India, Germany and UK. The challenges are significant as 
this must mainly be done remotely. The teams have many cultural as well as personal challenges 
to overcome, linked to past histories of the organisations they were part of that are now under 
the one brand name.  

You will play the game yourself and be given instructions on how to use it with your own teams. 

Philippa Hale, Open Limits 

15.30 Refreshment break 

15.45 Human factors in tacit knowledge transfer 

Why is critical tacit knowledge elicitation and transfer so imperfect? Why do organisations 
struggle when it comes to retaining critical knowledge? This session outlines the principal 
human factors which act as barriers to effective tacit knowledge transfer. Further research is 
proposed in this area, and participants in today’s session are invited to contribute examples 
from their professional experience. 

Jonathan Gordon-Till, Global KM Champion, Mondelēz International 

16.30 Creating human connections in the workplace: (4) Taking action 

In this final session, Katherine will explain the importance of making deeper human connections 
in our workplaces and how the work we’ve been doing today can help.  

Katherine Woods, Meeting Magic 

17.00 Close 
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Session Leaders’ Biographies 

 

Katherine Woods 

 

An engineering graduate with a corporate background, Katherine founded 
Meeting Magic in 1999, driven by a belief that people meeting effectively is a key 
driver for business performance. 

She integrates her life experience, business leadership, group dynamics expertise 
and visual skills to catalyse profound results in the groups she works with, which 
has kept her in demand at the meeting tables and board rooms of some of the 
world’s most successful companies. 

Katherine says: ‘Meetings are the fundamental units of work in organisations. 
They hold enormous potential power that is not yet being leveraged in most 
organisations. I am excited at the prospect of helping organisations realise this 
potential and the business performance it will deliver!’ 

With over 20 years experience of working with groups, Katherine has world 
leading expertise in group dynamics and behaviours that means she can work 
with all kinds of groups in any organisation. 

Chris Collison 

 

Chris is an independent management consultant and business author with 20 
years of experience in knowledge management, facilitation and organizational 
learning. 

His corporate experience comes from long careers in BP and Centrica.  He was 
part of BP’s KM program, a team accredited with generating over $200m of value 
through pioneering knowledge management.  In 2001 he joined Centrica, 
working at the top levels in Finance and HR, before becoming Group Director of 
Knowledge and Change Management.  

In 2005 he left the corporate world to establish Knowledgeable Ltd.  Since that 
time Chris has been working as a consultant in the field of Knowledge 
Management and Organizational Learning, and has had the privilege of advising 
over 130 organizations around the world. Clients range from Heathrow 
Airport and Shell to the World Bank, the United Nations and ten UK 
Government departments.   

Chris works as an external advisor to the International Olympic Committee and 
has worked as an associate or visiting lecturer at a number of business schools:  
Henley, Cranfield and Liverpool in the UK, Russia, the Middle East and New York.  

He is a Chartered Fellow of the CIPD. Further details at chriscollison.com   
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Julian Burton 

 

Julian Burton, Director at Delta7, has worked as a change consultant since 2004. 
As a consultant, he is dedicated to improving the quality of dialogue in 
organisations, helping people be more human at work and build the 
relationships needed for organisations to be more effective, impactful and 
successful. Julian has worked at the LSE Complexity Research Group, is an active 
member of the Organisational Development Network Europe and is has recently 
contributed to the forthcoming book, the Handbook of Research Methods in 
Complexity Science 2017. 

Elinor Rebeiro 

 

Elinor Rebeiro, Managing Director of Delta7 Change Ltd has been a change 
consultant since 2011. Her passion is for supporting organisational 
development, working with organisations experiencing cultural changes and 
supporting them to develop leadership behaviour and build relationships 
between leaders and employees. Her client work led to her PhD discipline 
centering on embodied voice and silence in organisations. She has presented at 
the Critical Management Studies Conference and also The Developing 
Leadership Capacity Conference. 

 

Philippa Hale 

 

Philippa has had an international, multilingual upbringing and 25 year career 
spanning most continents.   She has an MA in modern languages from Oxford 
and an MSc in Organisational behaviour from University of  London, Birkbeck. In 
her academic work she specialises in intergroup relationships and change 
leadership. She has worked in Marketing, OD and programme and project 
management, leading digital and cultural transformations for many years and 
coached teams leading complex, large scale changes.  

She is also an expert in learning. She designs and delivers creative, experiential 
leadership and management development activities for Henley Business School 
and University of Reading's custom leadership programmes. She is also one of 
Henley's Programme Directors. She designs and uses simulations as tools to 
facilitate lasting attitude, understanding and behaviour change.   

Her clients have included BT, Vodafone, the Metropolitan and British Transport 
Police, Ecobank, RBS, Sir Alfred McAlpine, Uponor, Sungard, Orient Express, FT, 
London Borough of Hackney, MOD, Addleshaw Goddard, Which?, and a number 
of tech startups, including Fuse and Natterbox.  

Philippa is also a Non Executive Director for ABE, a not-for profit organisation 
that provides affordable Ofqual accredited management, leadership and 
entrepreneurship training and qualifications in Developing countries. 
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Jonathan Gordon-Till 

 

Jonathan has worked in the corporate information and knowledge management 
space since gaining his first degree in geology and Russian in 1987. With 
experience in several sectors and industries, he joined Cadbury PLC as Global KM 
Champion in 2008 and currently leads on knowledge retention and transfer for 
the global R&D function of the successor organization, Mondelēz International. 

Jonathan is an independent researcher investigating ‘human factors’ in 
knowledge retention, with a particular interest in post-merger integration. He 
has worked for several years at the intersection of KM and competitive 
intelligence (linking complementary perspectives on internal versus external 
knowledge), and is currently Faculty lead for KM for the Institute for Competitive 
Intelligence. Jonathan has written widely on KM, information philosophy and 
ethics. 

 

 

Sharon Varney 

 

Dr Sharon Varney is a practising OD consultant and Director of the Henley Forum 
at Henley Business School. She works at a strategic level, helping to create more 
effective organisations, and engages at a very human level supporting people to 
manage personal change and transition. 

Sharon developed her cross-sector learning and change expertise as a senior 
manager working in large, global organisations. She was Group Head of Learning 
and Communications for a global engineering and construction company in the 
offshore oil and gas business. Previously she was Vice President for international 
learning and development at a US bank. 

Sharon now runs her own organisational consulting practice – space for learning 
- and is a member of Henley’s Leadership & Organisational Behaviour faculty.  

 


